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MusicNomad Launches the Grip One and 
Humitar One 
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September 22, 2022 
 

 
Music Nomad introduces a patent pending Grip One, alongside the Humitar One, an 
all-in-one humidifier and hygrometer. 

No feature is overlooked, starting with the precision bearing design they invented in 
2016 that makes turning the handle effortless, silent & super fast. The innovative 
rubber-lined head smoothly & silently slips over your tuning pegs for a scratch-free & 
clank-free operation compared to traditional plastic peg winders. The contoured head 
design fits virtually all tuning pegs both big & small, & its narrow profile keeps you from 
hitting close-fitted pegs on electric guitars. The ergonomic & non-slip rubber grip 
handle gives you total control & comfort. Cutting strings is a cinch! Whether big or 
small, use the high-quality carbon steel String Cutter to effortlessly cut through all 
string types. Ready to pull pins? The Bridge PinPuller's innovative universal design 
allows you to pull acoustic guitar bridge pins easily. Simply slide under the pin & pull 
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straight up. Grip One is perfect for electric & acoustic guitar, bass, banjo, mandolin, 
ukulele & orchestral strings. Don't lose it or loan it, you'll look forward to the next time 
you change your strings. 

 

MusicNomad has developed an easy-to-use, no mess, low maintenance guitar 
humidifier and a humidity and temperature monitor that is simple, accurate, and 
reliable. The Humitar One safely releases moisture evenly to eliminate potential 
problems such as warping, shrinking and, worse yet, cracking. The Humid-i-Bar 
reusable sponge holds a lot more water than the competition. This means less 
monitoring on your end while, resting assured, your fine guitar is cared for. 

To ensure your guitar is in the safe zone, the Humitar One accurate sensor monitors 
your string instrument's environment every 20 seconds and gives you the humidity 
and temperature readings on its LCD display. It also gives you the maximum and 
minimum range over the period you are measuring and can be reset at any time. The 
Humitar One comes with many cool features such as a reminder of the humidity and 
temperature safe zone at which you want to keep your string instrument, a long-
lasting AG 13 battery, and Fahrenheit or Celsius readings. 

Grip One: Available October 24, 2022 - Suggested Retail $16.99 - $19.99 USD 

Humitar One: Available October 24, 2022 - Suggested Retail $29.99 - $34.99 USD 

For more information, please visit musicnomadcare.com. 
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